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Müncon GmbH

Project 
Study

Your 
task

Your 
Profile

- You are passionate about finance, controlling and programming
- You can work in a very detailed way, but have no problem to 

abstract that knowledge
- In the best case, you have experience in programming or in Excel
- You speak your mind and like to work autonomously
- Please send your application and your CVs to the address below 

We 
offer

- Regular meetings and feedback session – we want you to learn 
from this project and gain experience for future positions

- An office right at the heart of Munich, where you can always 
work if you want to (you can also work remotely)

- Vast experience in guiding students  from previous positions
- A young team, fast decision making, and flat hierarchies
- We will take time for coaching you as a team

Müncon is a young consulting firm focusing on the energy sector,
especially on renewable energy. At Müncon, we live consulting in a
way that is pragmatic, authentic and free of elite and egos. We set
out to make the world a better and more sustainable place.

While big companies pay millions of dollars for controlling software
and visualizing their internal data, small and medium sized
enterprises (=SMEs) oftentimes limit themselves to basic KPIs in
their year end report – without any visualization. Therefore, SMEs
have the need for an easy-to-use software, which makes
controlling tangible. Your team will develop their own controlling
dashboard based on dummy data.

- Getting familiar with important KPIs and controlling standards
- Research existing software solutions (PowerBI, Tableau, …]
- Build a dynamic Dashboard (based on the software you choose) 

for controlling based on data provided by Müncon. This 
dashboard will be developed closely with us, with weekly update 
and discussion meetings.

University supervisor:
Depending on your campus
(Munich or Heilbronn)
We take care of this, vast 
project study experience. 

Earliest start date: July 15th 2022

Project Study: Controlling [KPI] 
Dashboard & Data Visualization

https://muencon.com/
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